2011 f250 diesel review

Just found out after buying a 60, dollar superduty that i cannot mount any 5th wheel or goose
neck hitch at this time. I have a F with miles on it and everything is good except like everyone I
would like better that The probelm that I am having is that when I leave from work I have to get
to 55 mph right away and on 6 occations not really pushing it hard the truck shifts to 2nd and
then shifts back to 1st and it feels like it died. This never happens anywhere else. I don't think
that it is hurting anything as long as I don't over rev the engine but I am going to attempt to get
it fixed. I wonder if antone else has had this problem. Have purchased a dodge ram, and and
chevy silverado and they spent more time in the shop than time on the road. Frankly they were
cheap junk. I bought my and havent had one bit of trouble even tho i was worried about the 6.
The truck pulls my 9, lbs camper without any problems. Was concerned about gas milage but its
a heavy duty truck which has pulled everything that i have put behind it without any problems!
Purchased a crew cab Lariat with the new 6. I have put miles on it so far. Just pulled my 40' fifth
wheel on a mile trip. The total weight with trailer and truck was 24, lbs. Averaged 10 mpg, the
pulling power was amazing as was the new transmission. I set the Cruise at 70 mph and it held
it with no problem, very little shifting. My last truck was a 6. The mileage empty is not as good
as I had hoped, it gets mpg with the Cruise set at Overall a powerful, comfortable truck that
drives amazing. What a great truck! I have owned several domestic trucks in the past and this
truck is my favorite so far. This is my first super duty diesel. I'm 6'6" and I am very comfortable
driving it. There is plenty of room and the seat are awesome! It rides nice and the new power
stroke is powerful. Ford did a great job with this motor. It's quiet and smokeless. I would
definitely recommend this truck. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the F Super Duty. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Love my truck!! Amazing Power 7. Items per page:.
Write a review See all F Super Duties for sale. Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign
Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Everything went very
smoothly from start to finish. They were very professional and had a great attitude. Vehicle was
sold while the salesman and I were finishing up paperwork for sale. Very deceptive dealership.
To many other reputable places to buy a vehicle. Save your self from the headache. Seriously
good people there, honest and down to earth. The owner is very open will work with you and I
really enjoy the truck I purchased from them. If you plan on going to texas to buy a diesel pick
up i highly recommend dfw motors. I flew down from Michigan and looked at and purchased the
vehicle if there is a problem with it that you find peter will work with you to get it resolved. Mr
Travis And his manager are the best. Did more then any other car dealer ever came close to
doing. Very nice and honest people. I tell him nope, I must see, smell and drive the used car. He
took his time to give me the details I was wanting. Did not buy from them but they had 3
different truck that I considered and on all 3 separate inquiries they either answered or called
back in a few minutes. I would have bought from them but got a crazy good deal from another
place. Was heading out the door to go to buy one from them. It's was ok they advertise about
financing no matter what your credit score is and how much u need to put down and then they
go on saying u need a co-signer even though u have d down payment. Very responsive,
however I pointed out to them that the interior of the car was listed as black but the photos
showed it was not. Actual color is either white or light brown - last time I looked they had not
corrected this error. Redesigned, repowered, and already a contender for heavy-duty truck of
the year, the Ford F Super Duty full-size pickup is ready for delivery right now. The choice of a
6. Bumped from 5. Optional throughout the F Super Duty lineup is a hp, 6. Topping things off, a
standard auxiliary transmission fluid cooler is standard with both engines. Meantime,
depending on trim level, inch alloy wheels, hard-drive navigation, fifth-wheel setup long-bed
trims only , transmission power takeoff, and spray-in bed liner are also available, while the King
Ranch is available with a factory-installed power sunroof. Additionally, the FX4 Off Road
Package, with all-terrain tires, skid plates, beefed-up shock absorbers, and an electronic locking
rear differential is available for all trims. Though its sheer size and heft provide a lot of
protection, the F Super Duty nevertheless comes with a sizable number of standard safety
features. The traditional four-wheel ABS, stability control, front side-mounted airbags, and front
and, for the SuperCab and Crew cab trims, rear head airbags are complemented by trailer sway
control and hill-start assist. Such owner complaints as there are with the F Super Duty concern
the unavailability of factory or dealer-installed splash guards, a huge turning radius, poor
placement of a few buttons and controls, and some chintzy cabin trim materials. Even gas
mileage has many owners smiling as they fly past the pumps on the way to the job site or the
campsite. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on

CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals
first. Private Seller: Tory. Kemp, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Read more. DFW Trucks. Truck is awesome. Cabin is really nice and comfortable.
Heated and cooling seats, with built in message is really nice. The steering wheel is subpar
compared to some other vehicles i have driven, especially for this price. Not all windows roll
down or up with a single click of power button. Aluminium body panels.. V8 version of i6 4. I
think the vehicle is outstanding if you haul heavy loads are pull a trailer. The ride is a little rough
but that comes with the F,. Why Use CarGurus? With an ideal mix of power, brawn and
refinement, the Ford F Super Duty is a top pick for a heavy-duty truck. The Ford F represents
the entry-level Super Duty, but don't think for a second that it is not up to very demanding
tasks. The F features new exterior styling to go along with its increased ability to get the job
done. Behind the blocky grille is space for the choice of two new V8 engines -- a 6. The big
diesel will certainly be the engine of choice for the majority of owners who plan on towing
trailers or equipment, as it churns out an impressive pound-feet of torque. This kicks the F's
towing capacity up to 16, pounds for fifth-wheel applications. We're also duly impressed by the
Super Duty's flexibility that allows it to be configured for a variety of uses -- from a
down-and-dirty work truck to a luxurious hauler. Also noteworthy is the increased fuel economy
and lower emissions from the diesel power plant. Regardless of which route you choose, you'll
also be treated to class-leading refinement, comfort and capabilities that set the benchmark for
other manufacturers to follow. Choosing a heavy-duty truck these days is tough, however,
especially with the Chevrolet Silverado HD and GMC Sierra twins also receiving a redesign this
year and the Ram still benefiting from its own update last year. You're certainly not going to go
wrong with any of these trucks, so much of your choice will come down to brand preference
and pricing. But we think quite highly of the Ford F and certainly give a strong recommendation.
The SuperCab features two smaller rear-opening rear doors, while the crew cab has four
full-size doors. SuperCab and crew cab models are available with either a short 6. The Lariat is
available on SuperCab and crew cab models, while the King Ranch is only offered with the crew
cab. The Lariat trim level adds foglights, power-telescoping mirrors, rear parking sensors, inch
wheels, a power rear sliding window, chrome tubular step bars, dual-zone automatic climate
control and upgraded interior upholstery. Also standard is a 4. The range-topping King Ranch
piles on power-folding mirrors, two-tone paint, a body-colored grille with chrome insert, unique
exterior and interior badging, remote start, upgraded Chapparal leather upholstery, heated and
ventilated seats, driver seat memory and a rearview camera. Other add-ons depending on trim
level include inch wheels, a stowable bed extender, a transmission power take-off for powering
accessories like snow plows , heavy-duty alternators, fifth-wheel mounting points compatible
with Reese hitch units , roof clearance lights, a spray-in bedliner, a sunroof, integrated
accessory switches and a hard-drive-based navigation system. The available Ford Work
Solutions package is offered on XL and XLT models and adds an in-dash computer that is
customizable to suit commercial users and fleets. Also available is the FX4 Off-Road package
that includes an electronic locking rear differential, all-terrain tires, hill descent control,
underbody skid plates and Rancho shock absorbers. Buyers of the Ford F Super Duty are given
the choice of either a 6. The gas engine produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque. Early F
models with the diesel made hp and lb-ft; this was later upgraded to hp and lb-ft of torque. Ford
says the upgrade can be applied to the early-built models for free at any Ford dealership. Both
engines are mated to a six-speed automatic transmission and can be had in rear-wheel- or
four-wheel-drive variants. Properly equipped, the F Super Duty can tow up to 14, pounds with a
conventional trailer setup. When configured for fifth-wheel towing, that figure jumps to 16,
pounds. Maximum payload capacity tops out at 4, pounds. The Ford F Super Duty comes
standard with four-wheel antilock disc brakes, stability control, trailer sway control, hill launch
assist, side and side curtain airbags and an SOS post-crash alert system. An integrated trailer
brake controller is standard on XLT and higher models, while the Lariat trim level adds rear
parking sensors and power-adjustable pedals. We were already impressed with the Super
Duty's ride and comfort, and the Ford F has managed to impress us even further. Compared to
the competition, the Ford Super Duty line is noticeably quieter, with wind and road noise
pleasantly silenced. Even the trademark diesel clatter has been reduced to barely detectable
levels. As with any heavy-duty pickup, the ride can be a bit jittery when unloaded, but the F
remains well-mannered over the rough stuff. The chief downside to the Ford's dynamics is the
steering, which feels numb and is slow compared to its more agile rivals. Towing is a big part of

the Super Duty's capabilities, and the new 6. Even when lugging a 10,pound trailer up a steep
grade, the diesel climbs with ease -- never laboring or hunting among gears. Drivers may also
selectively lock out higher gears to ensure optimal towing prowess. Descending is also made
simple thanks to a well-managed automatic transmission that seems to select just the right gear
at the right time. Most of the Ford F Super Duty's interior carries over from the previous model,
featuring a blocky, industrial theme. Compared to the offerings from Dodge and GM, the Ford's
cabin is beginning to look a little long in the tooth. Hard plastics abound throughout the interior
on lower trim levels, but are on par or better than other trucks in this segment. Opting for the
Lariat or King Ranch models will add a decidedly upscale experience with rich leather and
added amenities. New for , the F adds a lockable bin under an available front center bench seat,
which also folds to serve as an armrest. Another lockable bin is located under the rear seats
that can easily accommodate longer items like a hunting rifle and also features a volt power
point. Another nifty addition is a 4. This display allows the driver to customize settings and
relays trip computer, fuel economy, towing and off-road information. Heavy-duty trucks are
often the most expensive tool in a worker's arsenal. These pickups aren't for some urbanite
trying to look rugged -- these trucks are meant to get the job done. Not just when you look at its
market share, either. No, the Super Duty is top dog because of its wide-ranging capabilities.
Towing, hauling, fording streams and climbing peaks are the Super Duty's core strengths, and
at its limit, the big bad Ford is hard to beat. On top of all this, the newly redesigned lineup also
delivers unexpected refinement, surprisingly good fuel economy and options to fit every worker
-- from ranch hand to company owner. Most of these improvements are thanks in no small part
to the all-new 6. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Ford F Super Duty. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Numb and slow steering interior is getting a bit dated. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The
Ford F Super Duty has been redesigned for , with new exterior styling, new gas and diesel
engines, a six-speed automatic transmission, and many new standard and optional features.
Read more. Write a review See all 34 reviews. Shortbed non hitch capable. Just found out after
buying a 60, dollar superduty that i cannot mount any 5th wheel or goose neck hitch at this
time. I have on Intermittent problem. I have a F with miles on it and everything is good except
like everyone I would like better that The probelm that I am having is that when I leave from
work I have to get to 55 mph right away and on 6 occations not really pushing it hard the truck
shifts to 2nd and then shifts back to 1st and it feels like it died. This never happens anywhere
else. I don't think that it is hurting anything as long as I don't over rev the engine but I am going
to attempt to get it fixed. I wonder if antone else has had this problem. Read less. Have
purchased a dodge ram, and and chevy silverado and they spent more time in the shop than
time on the road. Frankly they were cheap junk. I bought my and havent had one bit of trouble
even tho i was worried about the 6. The truck pulls my 9, lbs camper without any problems. Was
concerned about gas milage but its a heavy duty truck which has pulled everything that i have
put behind it without any problems! Purchased a crew cab Lariat with the new 6. I have put
miles on it so far. Just pulled my 40' fifth wheel on a mile trip. The total weight with trailer and
truck was 24, lbs. Averaged 10 mpg, the pulling power was amazing as was the new
transmission. I set the Cruise at 70 mph and it held it with no problem, very little shifting. My
last truck was a 6. The mileage empty is not as good as I had hoped, it gets mpg with the Cruise
set at Overall a powerful, comfortable truck that drives amazing. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up.
Ford recently has a knack of being an industry-first, or a best-in-class. Whether they develop
ways to increase performance while improving efficiencies, or creating entirely new segments,
the automaker continues to the pave the way. And lately, it seems that nearly everything Ford is
releasing involve new and innovative technologies and design recently receiving high marks in
a customer satisfaction index of U. Add to this list of growing vehicles, the all-new Ford F Super

Duty Diesel, powered by an all-new 6. All this of course, while increasing fuel economy. Nearly
everything in the Super Duty lineup ups the ante within the heavy-duty truck segment. But
perhaps nothing more significant than the Ford-engineered, tested, and manufactured Power
Stroke diesel powerplant. Our Super Duty customers demand reliability and durability in their
trucks so they can deliver the best results for their business and their customers. Some of the
benefits this new 6. The new smaller, single turbocharger replaces the larger twin-turbocharger
without compromising performance. The entire design of this new engine results in a smarter,
more feasible layout allowing service people to access components much quicker, hence,
reducing downtime in the shop and ultimately making happier customers. Conventional towing
is rated at 16,lbs, and 5 th wheel towing at 24,lbs, with payload capability at lbs. While the
all-new powerplant offers the reliability and strength expected from uncompromising
customers, the interior needs to be just as efficient. Smart storage solutions provide litres of
lockable space throughout, including new lockable under-seat storage with removable partition
and a volt. Also, the most power access available in the class with up to six locations. The
centre console is absolutely enormous, but with good reason, providing 70 configuration
options to suit your needs. At the heart of it all is an available internet-capable in-dash
computer with Garmin nav system, hands-free calling, and touch screen with wireless
keyboardâ€”essentially, providing workers with a cutting-edge mobile office. The in-dash info
screen located between two gauges is b
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rilliant, with a futuristic looking interface yet not cheesy that is both smart and easy to use.
Overall, the all-new Ford F 6. TractionLife is about hitting the road and enjoying life. We speak
to new car buyers and motor-enthusiasts who prefer the unbeaten path, paving their own way in
search of adventure, culture, and the best in gear. Let's go. Sign in. Log into your account.
Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. New Vehicles. New Cars
Car Reviews. Amee Reehal. August 19, We review the Ford F Super Duty with the 6. Lariat
Interior While the all-new powerplant offers the reliability and strength expected from
uncompromising customers, the interior needs to be just as efficient. Find him travelling,
spending time with his kids and family. Or golfing, poorly. How much power does the Ford Edge
ST put down? Compact Pickup Trucks: 7 top models on the market today. See More. Trending
Now. Subscribe to our Weekly Newsletter for the latest. Every Thursday. Sign up.

